TOY# 073

NAME: Wooden Threading Shapes

PIECES: 6

AGE: 2.5 - 4 years

Level: Preschool Kinder

PRICE: $15.00

MANUFACTURE: Brocklin, R.R.#3, Middleton, Nova Scotia

LINK: https://sl.ocls.ca/uhtbin/cgisirsi/x/0/0/57/5/0?searchdata1=263041%7BCKEY%7D&searchfield 1=GENERAL%5ESUBJECT%5EGENERAL%5E%5E&user_id=WEBSERVER

DESCRIPTION: 3 natural, wooden threading shapes: shoe sole and string; elephant and string; rectangle and string

CHILDREN AND PLAY: Some toys lead children to quiet absorbed activities and these attractive durable threading shapes do just that. Children enjoy the challenge of using their muscles and practicing their eye hand coordination by getting the string through the holes.

SKILL DEVELOPMENT: These toys are an ideal way of helping a child understand concepts of in/out through to hard/soft and rigid/pliable. New vocabulary is absorbed as you talk about what the child is doing wrong. A great variety of threading patterns are discovered. There is no right or wrong way to do it, but praise for ingenuity.

CARE: Can be wiped clean with a damp cloth. As a courtesy to others, please return clean and intact.
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